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About the Cover
As our copy editor, Pat Broome,
titled her, Judy Hays-Eberts is
Groundwaters’ “Foundress
Emerita.” Judy was responsible
for the beginnings of this magazine in October 2004, and has
continued to actively support us
in many different ways since she
officially stepped away from it in
2008.
Judy and her husband Sonny
have since moved to Philomath, Oregon, but they still visit
their friends in this area often. They have taken up the
hobby of geocaching in the past year or so and along with
it, Judy has begun taking pictures of the many places they
visit while in pursuit of the caches in Western Oregon.
This picture of the Yaquina Bay Lighthouse was taken
while on one of their jaunts and Judy was kind enough to
share it with us. Thank you, Judy, for everything that you’ve
done over the years... and, keep the pictures and poems
coming.

Our Readers Write

T

he mail recently brought Groundwaters the following
notefrom Dolly Ruth Smith that we would like to share
with our readers...
"...I want to express my gratitude and appreciation for your
efforts. Your magazine has given me great purpose and
pleasure. Many of the writers are talented. I am especially
amazed at the beauty and skill of the poets. For one example -- the man who wrote "I Am the Mountain." I share
the magazine with friends. Thank you.”
Thank you, Dolly!

“Mission”

2013
October - “Reflect”
2014
January - “Best”
April - “Ripple”
July - “Content”

July 2013

Upcoming
Deadlines
Spring - Feb 15
Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15
Winter - Nov 15
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Editorial Perspectives

G

rowth! This summer brings exciting opportunities
and growth for the Groundwaters family. We have
several books in the works, and we will be at many
book events, too. Personally, there are weddings and
broken limbs and vacations and camps and cooking and
haying… in other words, just another typical summer
for us here at the magazine and publishing company,
but with more...
I am very pleased to
announce that Groundwaters Publishing’s newest project is my very
own Brambleberry Farm.
It’s the story of Jo, a chef
at an organic restaurant
and farm who has synesthesia, a neurological
condition where she experiences two senses (like
“tasting” colors) simultaneously. It includes lots
of Jo’s delicious recipes
for things like Easy Clotted Cream, Lavender
Scones, Buttermilk Gelato, and more. The book is part
one of a trilogy and is available on Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, or from your favorite bookstore.
We have another exciting project in the works:
we’ve been asked by the Fern Ridge Public Library to
host a program for the Adult Summer reading series on
August 13. In the evening, we’ll host a reading of works
by Groundwaters’ authors from our poetry anthology,
Ripples on the Water. We’ll have copies of all of our
Groundwaters’ books and those of our contributors who
want to participate, as well as Pat Edwards’ and my
own to view and purchase. But, better still, you’ll get
to meet some of the various people who have written
for the poetry anthology, too. We have a varied and fascinating group of authors, many of whom have books
themselves. The poetry is as varied as its writers which
makes it so there’s verse for everyone’s taste. Please
come and see local writers in action.
I’ll represent both myself and Groundwaters at the
Lane County Fair and Art in the Vineyard this year,

and at other events throughout the state and even in
Washington, D.C. where I will be traveling. Plus, you
can see the wonderful work of our newest and youngest authors at the Oregon Country Fair, July 12th-14th.
Come to the Philanthropy booth to see the books the
kids from Veneta Elementary School created and photos from them signing each other’s books like the real
authors they are.
Busy, busy, but we here at Groundwaters Publishing are growing like the proverbial weeds this summer.
We love every minute of it and as always, are grateful
for the people in our community and around the country that support us in so many different ways.
~ Jennifer Chambers

The Oregon Country Fair
was at the fair today,
welcomed by joie de vivre
smiling faces,
joyful utterances ...
mud people with naked bottoms
wiggling along to the beat
of the drums
girls with painted breasts
jiggling to the tune of the flute
each and all so natural,
the smoky drifts of hemp
in the still air
I bought a beautiful mask
of red leather and white feathers
and wore it, prancing along
in a belly dance rhythm
with the feathers bobbing
in sync with my happy feet
Today, I found my youth again
and clapped and skipped
with the joy of living.
All that I missed was you,
so that I may also have
the joy of loving
~ Delina Greyling

Looking for someone to proofread or edit your manuscript?
Check out Groundwaters Publishing, LLC!
We also do layout and design for print-ready files to submit to your publisher!
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The Philosopher’s
Corner
Thinking outside the box
By Jimminy Cricket

Thoughts about Mission

A

n interesting word, mission; it seems to keep coming
up in my life like a lesson that needs learning. I know
its many meanings and applications and yet I am not completely comfortable with the word. It touches my life again
and again and yet, it is not a part of my vocabulary, it’s not
a word I commonly use.
I would guess my earliest acquaintance with the word
dates to WWII and newsreels and war movies, but the word
itself was lost in the blood, guts and glory of it all.
The first real impact the word had on my life came in
the guise of the word missionary… my first wife was a
Mormon missionary when I met her; that was, to say the
least, a life-changing experience.
Over time, I had a passing acquaintance with mission
as place, as in the Spanish missions of the Southwest.
In the last couple of decades I have come up against
the idea of a “mission statement” as in “At Ford, Quality
is Job 1.” My involvement with such statements has revolved around mission statements for nonprofit organizations and ministries and along the way to wondering what
my personal mission statement would be.
I am not a goal-oriented person in the normal sense of
the term. The whole idea simply does not resonate with
me and that’s perhaps rooted in the idea implanted in my
early years when I somehow earned the label of procrastinator. It is said that such childhood labels, seared in one’s
consciousness have far-reaching effects. I see and understand the reasoning behind goal-setting and to-do lists and
things like personal “treasure maps” that illustrate one’s
goals and desires. I see them as a yardstick for measuring
progress. I also see them as a yardstick for measuring failure, the bane of a procrastinator’s existence. Goals, New
Year’s resolutions and to-do lists – those are not the stuff
of my life. Hey, I’ve made it through some seventy-five
years of life, thank you very much!
However, I do like the idea of having a mission, of
coming up with a mission statement. Ford had a great one!
Simple, concise, to the point, meaningful; not only that, it
was a clear yardstick against which Ford’s endeavors could
be meaningfully measured and evaluated. I’ve played with
the idea of a personal mission statement a time or two.
The one thing that keeps coming up for me is that of another label I was given in my youth … one that I kind’a
like – instigator. Instigate, to cause a process to start. I like
that. I can do that... sometimes. I enjoy doing that. Apart

from my Groundwaters writings, I often start with something like “Food for thought …”
I appreciate people who cause me to think, who say
things that I can mull over, chew on, that gives me pause
to ruminate. I would rather hear someone say something
that I don’t agree with than something I agree with; something I don’t know rather than something I already know. I
prefer learning over knowing, questions over answers.
I don’t know if I’m any good at it, but for me I’d like to
think that my mission statement could be, “For me, Instigation Is Job 1.”
I’ve said something like this before, but it’s worth repeating. I appreciate the many contributors to
Groundwaters. I appreciate your creative endeavors, your
prose, your poetry, stories, comics and art, your efforts
that make this magazine possible. You entertain, you encourage, inform and inspire. You keep the neural networks
of this ol’ grey head fired up and you give me the opportunity to share some thoughts and words with you – the opportunity to, from time to time, perhaps, instigate.
May we each continue to “Bubble Up in Our Own Good
Time.”

Bartering
We snuck over the fence
that July mornin’,
Jim and me lookin’ over our shoulders
at the shadows cast by the windbreak.
Casin’ the line of melons
we hunched over the roundest bottom,
put ear to its green side,
thumped it with a palm.
Sounded as empty as Jim’s belly.
I nodded briskly,
picked up my fishin’ pole
an’ headed toward the Umatilla.
Jim trotted alongside,
his gangly arms flappin’ against scrawny legs
like a string puppet I saw onct.
Sun barely crawled out of bed
before the first trout struck.
Grandpa’s bleached wicker creel wriggled
as we marched to the farm house,
struck the rickety screen door
with ten-year-old knuckles.
The calico curtain twitched;
brown eyes winked.
Bargained through the open window
losin’ two rainbows for the ripe melon,
an’ trotted to our shuttered cottage
dust motes dancing in our footprints.
~ Jeanette-Marie Mirich
July 2013
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our genesis

The Mission
as I pack my bags for India,
I ask myself
what is the meaning of this journey ahead?
is it the destination or recreation?
perhaps this time,
I shall explore my own soul
cut deeper into my comfort zone
accumulate Amazing stories or
expand my horizons of knowledge.

PLACE AD FOR
it has always been my waking alone
POETRY
in an unfamiliar
bed
in a strange country, with strange noises
from stranger
A Npeople...
T HwhoOareLunknown
O Gto me.
Y
what’s in store
when I HERE
step out that door?
reflecting...

to walk invisible, among Calcutta’s throngs?
to redefine myself to myself?

to go undercover?...
could that be my mission?
to drink the tap water
to dress in a sari?
and become an unknown too?...
this time,
perhaps,
it might
not be the journey or
the destination...

the truth dropped out.
the unspoken is no more so.
and clarity pierces perception
not if, but when. Now.
confusion and recognition play on the brow.
I have unpinned it from my sleeve,
now you pin it on yours.
hand in hand we hurdled into the future
me and you
I am all nonsense, as you are all common
in that least common of ways.
you, with precision, see all with crisp lines
while I am wont to dance in a haze
we must complement, no, yes, supplement
until we fall into laughter
at the absurdity of our differences,
in this, our happily hereafter
long nights
tucked away in nightly sanctuary
slumbering, slumbering sound
we are at once two who are most civilized and courtly
and two who are of a different sort of kingdom:
we are genteel lord and lady taking our turn in a dance
we are two bears in our den.
we are right
in our mutual right
to what is only a long and lovely
winter night
~ Kristen Hendricks

it just might become
my mission.
~ Barbara Newman

Groundwaters’ Poetry: Ripples on the Water
is now on-line!
47 poets and 150 poems are included; 210 pgs.
Get your copy at
https://www.createspace.com/4157399
$10.00 plus shipping
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The Ritual

Spatial Sky

It’s here, it’s here, it’s finally here,
The day we’ve all long dreamed about.
That magic special time of year,
When men go mad, in search for trout.

Sky is also time,
giving us the means and wideness
to take what’s next.
Rambling with other strollers
I hear the cane clicking
to another rhythm.

Dust off the creel and tackle box,
Rig up those rods and reels.
Big rainbow trout, sly as a fox,
With a six-year-old, hot on your heels.

It sets the pace for thinking
of who I am,
where I am and
must we go to another parameter?

Dreams are best, no sleep tonight,
Nor daylight spare to burn.
It’s fishing time and the world’s alright,
Time for the lad, to live and learn.

To snicker about the drooling river,
Fall is the correct word
for this season.

The fog and mist of a cool spring morn,
A wind that’s sharp as a knife.
The far-off call of geese forlorn,
These are memories made, to last a life.

Light rain of fractals
switches on another
mathematical possibility,
but for whom?

A bond is made with that first fish,
A bill come due, but no way to pay.
Keep the faith of a young lad’s wish,
Take him where the big ones lay.

Nature snarls “No”,
then let us wonder where is Andre?
He sports at this spatial time
in our local park.
~ Roy K. Johnston

That first fish caught is not forgot,
All the sights and smells, the scales and slime,
Some of life’s lessons are easily taught,
Like old dogs, grandpas and fishin’ time.
~ Michael J Barker

Scentsational Moments
Trampled gardenias underfoot
will always bring to mind the sorrow
of when we said goodbye;
the fragrance inexorably tied
to the heartbreak of there and then, that moment
Many memories of life’s journey
embedded in the gardens of my mind
are coded for retrieval by scents as the gatekeepers,
serving up a technicolor moment
with the heartrending vividness
of what my nose perceived
now breathing the salty Pacific air,
I’m again seven years old and romping
in the ocean breakers
off the eastern coast of Africa;
a scentsationally-captured moment

Statue of Liberty
she stands...as a goddess in the harbor
a portal to our temples ...
ships sailing past a smiling lover
thousands are guided by her luminous jeweled crown.
torch lifted, she lights our way into the holy of holies...
to a new country, a new land
there she stands
in constant vigil with no guards by her side
always vulnerable to throngs of trespassers
they enter her daily
yet she opens for more
submitting to strangers,
she welcomes them home.
Our Statue of Liberty
~ Barbara Newman

~ Delina Greyling
July 2013
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Mission School Bus
By Michelle McBeth

I

’ve always been Justin Ordinary Guy. Get it? Just-AnOrdinary-Guy. Ha ha! Okay, you don’t have to look at
me that way. I know it isn’t that funny. Geesh! Anyway,
for me the story is always the same. Day in and day out
there’s nothing new. I go to the same places with the same
people, doing the same things. Same, same, same. Even
my looks are ordinary. Brown hair, brown eyes, average
height. I think from the beginning my name was a curse.
Have you ever heard of an extraordinary guy named Justin? No? Me either.
So as I was saying, I am plain ordinary. So much so
that my friends couldn’t even think of a nickname for me.
My friends all have special names, but no, not me! Okay,
now I’m ranting, so let’s move on. I’ll tell you about my
friends later so I don’t lose track of where I am in this
story which right now is all about me.
In my plain and simple red brick house with brown
shutters lives my mom, my dad, my six-year-old sister,
Kelly (“The Pest”) and twelve-year-old me. No pets allowed. I think that would overexcite my mom who doesn’t
like germs or smells or hair or anything animal. I personally wouldn’t mind a dog who likes to catch sticks.
My dad commutes to the nearest city, Chanceville,
where he works as an accountant. My mom stays home.
Our home is located in Johnstown, which is a little town
surrounded by cornfields. It has exactly 794 citizens since
Louisa Mae was born last week. Our town is nothing special and barely gets a dot on the map. As a matter of fact,
the only exciting thing going on right now is our daily ride
on the school bus. See, our town is so small there is only a
four-classroom elementary school where my mom volunteers... “to keep an eye on things.” Most people, like my
dad, commute daily to Chanceville which brings us back
to the bus ride.
Our driver is ninety-two. He claims to be only seventy-five, but us kids know better. We’ve done the math. I
think the adults know, too, but they pretend they don’t because no one else wants the job of driving a bus full of
loud and potentially-dangerous kids.
We used to fear for our lives every day the moment the
bus stopped and opened its creaking doors, knowing we
had no choice but to get on. Then, one day, at a meeting of
the Half Dozen (that’s what we call ourselves), my friends
and I decided we needed a plan to be sure we lived long
enough to see graduation. We called it, “Mission School
Bus.” And this is now the story of how we get to school
every single day in one piece.
Rocky, a.k.a. “The Rock,” is a quick and smart fourteen-year old thinker. He is the first of the Half Dozen on
the bus route. When he gets on, he sits right behind Mr.
8
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Reynolds. As Mr. R drives the route, Rocky will call out
loudly – Mr. R is ninety-two, remember – anything unexpected coming up like, “possum!” or “icy patch.” In the
beginning, Mr. R would yell back things like “I’m not blind
you know!” or “Quit that caterwauling!” But now he just
grunts, pretending he didn’t hear anything and slows down.
Score one for “The Rock!”
G.G., short for Gross Greta, because she can gross out
ANYONE, is the next in our group to get on the bus. G.G.
is twelve, the tallest of our crew, and she’s the peace-keeper.
Before, when someone got out of hand, Mr. R would slam
on the brakes—causing near accidents and several kids to
fly down the aisles—and yell, “Who’s getting off?” After
we peeled ourselves off the floor and other people’s laps,
and the bus got going again, we would be late to school. At
Chanceville Middle School, a tardy means lunch detention caused by school bus or not.
Now, when a kid gets loud or obnoxious, G.G. slips
down the aisle and pulls a gross-out. Last time she brought
her toenail clipping collection for viewing. With G.G. on
the job, kids usually get queasy, put their hands over their
mouths and then get super still (imagine a person in shock
here). It wasn’t long before she only had to start to get up
and the whole bus would get really quiet. My favorite days
are when a new kid gets loud on the bus... well, except
Ron. Who would have guessed he had a REALLY weak
stomach?
Next, Cheezy and Dweezy (short for Dweezledork),
the twins, get on. Cheezy is a girl and taller than Dweezy
who is a boy. They are thirteen and both have bright orange-red hair, otherwise they don’t look anything alike.
And man, these two are an amazing source of information.
They are like the entire Internet rolled into two. Cheezy
knows ALL the local gossip and Dweezy knows everything else. Before the doors close behind them, they give
their daily report that goes something like this:
Cheezy: “Jessica is sick today. You can skip her house.”
Dweezy: “The Jones brothers are patching the big pothole on Main and Second. You need to detour down Third.”
It didn’t take long to realize that the twins are 100%
accurate. The whole town is in awe of them and most days
the bus gets to school early thanks to Cheezy and Dweezy.
The oldest member of the Half Dozen is Duck. No
name, just Duck. I once asked him why he was called that
and he said “My dad tells everyone that when my mom
was in labor, every time she had a contraction, she would
throw something at him. So the nurses started yelling,
‘Duck!’” Then he shrugged. Yah, right. Like I’m gullible
enough to believe that! If Duck doesn’t mind being called
that, then who cares where he got the name? Here I am off

track again.
Duck is sixteen and in high school mechanics. He’s
been taking vehicles of all sorts apart since he unassembled
his bike at six-years-old. He gets everything back together
most times. We designated him our unofficial bus mechanic. Unofficial, because if anyone knew he was taking
that engine apart, I think they would have a cow!
Every weekend, Duck goes to the elementary school
parking lot where our bus is kept and gives it a thorough
once over. This has been Duck’s first bus. He’s ecstatic!
He had a close call in the beginning, though, when he had
a little trouble getting the carburetor back together. He
called Dweezy who snuck out late Sunday night with a
bus manual he got from who knows where. Luckily, Duck
was back in business and the bus was running Monday
morning. On a side note, Mr. R gets compliments all the
time for keeping the bus in such good running condition. I
think even he is amazed at himself.
By this point I’m sure you are wondering what I could
possibly do to contribute to our mission. Well, I’m the one
that keeps up appearances. The one who makes Mr. R feel
like he’s still got it. You know, “A little pep in his step, a
little giddy-up in his get-along, a little style in his mile.”
Simply put, I make him feel better about needing our help.
Here’s how it goes. After I get on the bus and sit down
right where Mr. R can see me straight-on in his rearview
mirror, I hold the seat in front of me with a white knuckled
grip and a nervous look on my face. Then when Mr. R
takes off at a snail’s pace, I let my body get super loose
and fall back against the seat like we’re in the Indy 500.
Then I exaggerate my movements by bouncing up and down
on the seat even though I don’t think he gets above thirty
miles per hour. When the bus stops I lurch forward.
Throughout the ride I try adding little movements to
my routine to make it look natural. I knew I was doing my
job well the day I heard Mr. R tell Mr. Tarnelton, “Of course
I can still handle that big ol’ bus. I drive so fast the kids are
bouncing up and down the whole way!” Imagine a wheezy
laugh here.
Every day, after a successful ride, the six of us give
each other high-fives and say in unison, “Mission Complete!” Heroes like us don’t get medals for keeping the
kids safe. But we keep doing our job because, well honestly, we want to keep on living too. And let’s face it, there’s
not much else for just an ordinary guy to do in a teeny-tiny
town of 794.
I’m thinking that at next week’s meeting, the Half
Dozen should come up with a plan for what to do about
Mrs. Creely’s cat. It jumps out and hisses every time someone walks by. I think we should call it “Mission CC.”
Yep, just another ordinary day in the life of Justin the
Ordinary Guy.

My Mission
As a young girl
I wanted to serve the church on a mission
go to a foreign country
to serve and convert others
My relationship to spirit was strong
And has developed along lines
that my young adolescent brain could not have
foreseen.
Today, I would say, I am still on a mission
my dreams as a young girl are my spiritual
foundation that promote values and cherished dreams
and are still prompted by the still small voice within.
Perhaps my deepest vision is social justice for all people:
women, people of color, lesbians, Jews, gays, …
Does this look like a laundry list to you?
fat people, disabled people, pan-sexuals, people with
“strange brains,” transpeople, the young and the old…
These people are my family,
They are my lovers, friends and community members.
Each one of these “categories” are represented in my
circle of intimates or within myself
I am on a mission for freedom
for others
for myself
Until we are all free, none of us are free.
~ kaseja wilder
kaseja wilder considers herself extremely blessed to have two mothers
and two grandmothers alive and well on the planet in Veneta, Oregon.
She is raising two wonderful teenagers and is pursing a Masters in
Social Work at Portland State University.

East of Eden, West of Heaven; (a song lyric)
East of Eden, West of Heaven,
lamp oil lights the lamps.
Main Street, two lanes deep
Close your eyes; Go to sleep.
A picture-perfect postcard,
Taking photos in the yard.
Cherry blossoms blooming awesome
Loving soul, touch the heart.
Lifetime ago, the kind of close ice melts in the snow.
Reflections of detections
of chandelier lanterns down the road.
They hurry and they scurry to get out of the cold.
Frosted windows, tossed, the wind blows,
Hearth and hearts where passion grows.
In the embers of remembers
all those yesterdays ago.
~ Spyder
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Mistress of the Hunt
By Delina Greyling

W

hen I first learned about the Native American concept of a totem animal which guides a human
through life, I was very receptive to the idea. I opened my
mind and waited, vaguely anticipating a bear... but none
would amble in. Time went by and I stopped being on the
look-out. Then one day, while I was deeply immersed in
sculpting something in clay, she entered unbidden into my
consciousness with a swoop that stirred the air. Whipping
my head around I found her settling her wings in place, a
beautiful Peregrine falcon settled atop my totem pole. With
that regal and commanding presence, she folded her wings
a second time, settled in, and met my eyes with that bright
and focused stare. As an introspective person, my first
thought was “Oops, nothing in my inner landscape will
henceforth be unobserved!” Something had fallen into
place for me; I was no longer alone.
I bent a knee in curtsy to this “raptor of royalty” who
holds such an esteemed place in history, culture and myth.
The most widespread bird of prey in the world, it earns its
name of “wandering falcon”... Falco peregrinus.
What are you the symbol of, mistress of the hunt?
Only the female is given the title of “falcon,” being almost a third larger and more powerful than the male, known
as a “tercel.” For me, as a woman who was born into an
autocratic, sexist culture in South Africa, her message is
about taking ownership of my own power. Thus, she became my mentor, my totem animal, living within my
subconscious. Synergistically, by alliance, she helped build
my confidence and assertiveness in the new world I had
moved to; the land of the free and the home of the brave.
Known as a docile bird, easily tamed, the Peregrine
falcon is favored for training by falconers and a strong,
lasting bond is formed. As powerful as she is, as swift and
sure when she strikes – she returns to the arm of the falconer for a reason of the heart, not of need. Because he is
wise enough to let go of the string and let her attachment
to him be the unseen bond, she returns willingly with her
catch.
To the world at large, the Peregrine falcon symbolizes
superiority, spirit, light, freedom and aspiration. She is
the emblem for success, victory and the ability to rise above
a situation; as such she was my guiding light through a
severe health challenge. Many were the times that I envisioned her in my mind’s eye, swooping from the sky like a
bolt of lightning; then closing her talons to strike the physical enemy within my body a single, crushing blow by breaking its neck with a quick strike of her powerful beak. Visualizing is a powerful aid to help one prevail over a serious
illness, and in my case, it was a very effective tool.
10
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If wild, she mates for life and returns year after year with her companion to the same nest to raise their
offspring. During their logistically-challenging mating ritual, they seem
to test their ability to work together by performing a complex
maneuver. The male passes a morsel of prey to her, during flight, which she
accepts from him by executing an amazing maneuver in dexterity – she flies upside down to take
the bonding gift from his beak.
I chuckle when this brings to mind the comment about
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire… everything Fred did,
she did in high heels while dancing backwards! A truly
remarkable bird you are,
Queen of the Raptors.

A Bit of a Plight
From my mind they set out in perfect step,
Marching precision in ordered array.
Onward and handward, they go left, right, left;
Never go mouthward... Yeah! That’d be the day!
Wait! There is a call for an apt word!
Go! Speak!
Quick! To the mouth!
Lest you speechless seem weak!
It’s too late, words pile up... make trembling hands.
Few words are knocking ‘bout there in my heart.
Some words run free through me; so hard to stand.
Only slow, lamest words stumble to start.
Total wreck... What the heck?
Where is my will?
It’s safe and sound;
It’s done run for the hills.
You who are strong of words
Judge not the weak.
Speaking up isn’t tough...
When you are able to speak.
~ Kristen Hendricks

Old Brass Lamp
By Norm Maxwell

I

never met my grandfather Kelly. He was killed in a logging accident before I was born. His given name was
Eldon. I’m not sure how he selected the name Kelly. He
stuck his oldest son with the name Eldon, too. Junior went
by Lee. I am told he derived this name from a song called
“Lee, With the Big Green Neck-Tie.” Seems like nobody
wanted to own the name, Eldon. Anyway, Kelly served in
the U.S. Navy in the 1920’s aboard the battleship USS Pennsylvania (BB 38). The Pennsy, as it was called, was a very
modern ship when she was commissioned in 1916. She was
so modern that she did not participate during the War to
End All Wars due to her oil-fired engines. The Royal Navy
and most of TR’s turn of the (20th) century U.S. Navy was
still burning coal, so it would have been difficult to refuel
the thoroughly modern battleship for the Battle of Jutland.
Then, too, the Royal Navy was still the biggest and baddest
navy in the world at the time so Pennsylvania patrolled the
Eastern Seaboard, alert for an attack from Kaiser Bill that
never came.
Kelly served as a pharmacist’s mate during his tour on
board the Pennsy. I have also heard that he cross-trained in
the infant naval aviation branch by assisting in lowering
the clumsy fabric and wood amphibious aircraft of the day
over the side if the water was calm enough for take-off and
landing. BB 38 had to be at a dead stop in perfect weather
for this operation. We’ve come a long ways.
During his time on the Pennsylvania, Gramps “stood
and waited” and killed time while performing his military
obligation. At some point, he took up a form of scrimshaw
available to naval personnel. All naval vessels perform
gunnery drill and practice. “Drill” usually consisted of practice serving the massive 14-inch main guns of the Pennsy.
Actual “practice” consisted of shooting live ammunition
downrange. Lighting off a 14-inch gun was an expensive
proposition, but the dozens of “one-pounders” arranged
around the battleship’s top deck provided a good “bang for
buck” option. The one-pounder fired a shell about thirtyseven millimeters in diameter. As the name implies, the
projectile weighed about sixteen ounces.
My best guess is that these bolted to the deck guns were
for defense against small craft that might try to creep alongside a capital ship at night to plant a mine or disembark
saboteurs. The one-pounders were much more likely to be
fired for practice. At some point, Kelly acquired an empty
brass casing and started experimenting in bas-relief. I have
no idea how many of these shells he worked in his spare
time, but the one I have has points of artistic ability. An
Eagle with a shield clutches an arrow in each talon. I guess
a display of thirteen arrows would have been too difficult.
Stars and clouds stand out from the ancient brass. A mer-

maid beckons from a wave to a sailor in bell-bottoms.
I guess he or somebody in a machine shop lathed a
dummy projectile for the tooled brass shell casing. Kelly
mounted the base of the shell in a wooden disc and drilled
the dummy projectile to be fitted with an electric lamp. It
has a lightbulb that hasn’t been manufactured in half a
century or more.
When Gramps and the Pennsylvania parted ways in
the mid-twenties, the battleship went on to be bombed in
dry-dock in Pearl Harbor. It was repaired and served in the
Aleutian Campaign and shelled fortified Japanese-held islands in the march to Tokyo. The U.S. and Japanese navies
discovered that battleships were obsolete and the aircraft
carrier was now the new dreadnought.
After the war, Pennsylvania was anchored at Bikini
and used for radiation tests before being hauled of to deep
water and sunk for target practice.
Still, a little piece of her exists on a dusty shelf in
Lorane, Oregon.

Cocktails at Six
It was April ... feeling lonely and restless...
I went for my ritual walk.
to the neighboring church yard...
Walking through the iron gate
A fresh breeze of spring, perfumed the wind.
Strolling past earthen mounds of well-groomed graves
I recognized a consistent floral pattern....
erupting yellow jonquils... and purple crocus.
Sunny yellows, as far as my eyes could see.
This churchyard showed no reminder of sad passings.
The graves were decorated with a kind reminder, of
renewal...
Becoming grateful to my restlessness,
I began to read each headstone of these
captured souls.
I found pleasure and joy reading the granite prose...
Standing before the last headstone... loneliness
arrested...
I smiled at this final inscription
“Cocktails at six”

~ Barbara Newman
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Ripley’s Believe it or Not
By Dolly Ruth Smith

W

hen I read the story, “AA is for Aircraft,” by Norm
Maxwell in the 2012 fall issue of Groundwaters, it
brought back memories of WWII. I want to thank Norm
Maxwell for his story...
My husband, Damon Smith, was in the 1st Cavalry Division in WWII in the Pacific, and I’d like to share his story.
The incident took place on Los Negros, one of the two
larger islands in the South Pacific’s Admiralty chain. Some
of our soldiers had been pinned down and needed supplies.
Fifty or sixty native packers were assigned to carry in the
supplies and needed several rifle personnel to escort them.
The lieutenant asked Damon to go and offered him his Garand so he would not have to carry his Browning Automatic
Rifle (B.A.R.)
They made it to their destination, and on the way back,
Damon was in the lead. He came to a small opening in the
brush and found himself face-to-face with a Japanese officer,
about 15-feet away. They both went for their guns. Damon
had the quicker reflexes and the Japanese officer was killed.
Back at camp, they reported what happened and the lieutenant went back to check. He found papers on the body and
was glad to get the information. Looking at the rifle, he discovered that Damon’s bullet had gone into the muzzle of the
Japanese officer’s rifle and blew it up. Damon saw the rifle
months later and found out later that it was taken back to the
States and is somewhere in a museum. The story was in a
newspaper article as part of Ripley’s Believe it or Not! series.
Damon did not know about the article until he came home
on his birthday on October 8, 1945. The peace treaty was
signed in August, but he had to wait for an opening on a
troop ship to return home. He was discharged in Seattle, and
came to Junction City by train in the middle of the night. A
woman, who was waiting at the depot for her son who did
not come, took Damon home, eleven miles away. As an only
son, Damon was home again. You can imagine the joy and
relief felt by his mother and father.

The story about this event was written by Damon’s friend and neighbor,
Earl Kelley, who was in the Navy in WWII.The entire story and photos
were printed in the Junction City Tri-County News on August 4, 1988.

I Was Touched By An Angel This Morning
True story

I was touched by an angel this morning
He was an ordinary man; no wings did he have
He held out his hand in great need; his compassion
Touched me deep inside; he appeared from nowhere
He was on his way to donate some things
He wanted to know if we could use them
How did he know it was exactly what we needed?
And I’ve never seen him since
I was touched by an angel this morning
In the freezing and bitter cold; we were in need
Of a place to repair our truck; we were down on our luck
Suddenly people came with boxes of food and gave us a
place
To lay our weariness for a moment
I was touched by an angel this morning
In the blazing hot heat we were stranded on the side of
the road
No one stopped; the cars all whizzed by
Then a man came; he hadn’t picked up strangers in years
What made him stop that day? I think it was heaven sent
That he was placed in our path to guide us on our way
This morning, a day that seems filled with despair
When you think no one cares someone appears
They may not have wings, but they give you a reason to
believe
To receive a blessing from
An angel I met this morning
~ Katherine Geller
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Confronting the Vulnerability of Aging with Balance and Equanimity
By Karen Wickham

A

friend sent me multiple images of boulders and stones
on a rocky coast, accompanied by this greeting,
“Wishing you Balance in the New Year.” The artist had
skillfully, delicately stacked rocks of various sizes and
shapes in unfathomable balancing acts, like memorial
monuments to the impossible. These multiliths were certain to startle and astonish unsuspecting beachcombers and
call into question their belief about gravity and equilibrium.
My friend could not have guessed how relevant her
wish for me. My body has been feeling tenuous, weak,
wobbly, ungrounded and fragile. I have fallen several times.
I fear next time I might break. To quote the title of a book
I’d rather not read, This Is Getting Old. With my life partner recently retiring to abide with me within these four
walls 24/7, I’m feeling emotionally tippy as well.
Most, lucky enough to become old, are all too familiar
with wrinkles, sags, stiffness, decreased energy, muscle
weakness, vertigo and the appalling variety of ways the
body may choose to bait and betray us. We fall prey to
diseases we didn’t know existed and those we did. We are
ambushed by pain in parts we didn’t know we had. What is
surprising is our collective surprise. It happens to everyone, yet we are shocked, incredulous, unprepared and outraged when it happens to us. Of course we’ve all heard of
the gentleman who smokes like a factory, drinks ‘til he
drops, eats and weighs whatever he likes and has the gall
to live, with gusto, until he is 105... But then there are the
rest of us.
Aging’s constant companion is loss, from which we
must regroup, adjust and regain our balance. As children
we learned our unique way to defend against a scary world.
These defenses may reinvigorate as our sense of vulnerability increases and our vitality declines.
In my own childhood, my father’s frequent volcanic
rages, arising seemingly out of nowhere, shattered my sense
of safety. Huddling outside my parent’s closed door I would
listen to his angry words hurled at my mother’s feeble cowering protest. It set the stage for my life-long defense tactic, be invisible.
The old, hidden in nursing homes from the not-yet-old
who are too frightened to face their uncertain future and
certain demise, have also become invisible. I know the
hazards of not being seen. For my remaining time I choose
to be a phenomenal woman to be reckoned with. I choose
to hide no more.
In my late teens I discovered one possible safe path to
gain longed-for attention and venture out of hiding... my
looks. Not gorgeous, still I was, with a little effort, attractive. A bit of shallow vanity perhaps, but I so miss my pretty
self. I look in the mirror. Instead of my face, I’m startled to
see my mother’s.

Friends invited us to join them on a lovely Mexico
vacation a few weeks ago. The adventure provided a rare
opportunity to dress up. I purchased a new outfit in bright,
festive, rainbow colors so distinctive of sunny, splashy
Puerto Vallarta. I dressed with eager anticipation, then
asked the mirror for an honest opinion. It reflected back a
dreadfully disappointing image, all wrong. My memory
served up past special occasions when I felt vital, expansive, well-put-together and pretty. Words of my younger
self bounce and echo off the walls of their confinement –
“I just want to feel pretty.” My mind whispers back, “Nevermore.” While my friends impatiently wait for me to complete my preparations, I melt into a quicksand of sorrow
and grief.
I find comfort knowing all previous earth pilgrims
faced this interminable destabilizing, losing and letting go,
ever-shadowing the aging process. So why do I so easily
take it personally, like only I have been singled out to lose
everything little-by-little, inch-by-inch? Observing my
body’s growing limitations requires my willingness and
courage to embrace truth. My sense of myself, so tightly
tethered to an increasingly fragile ego must be treated tenderly, gently, without judgment, like I might comfort a
friend experiencing major loss or soothe a child who’s
puppy just died. With patience and kindness I must muddle
through. Surely the multitudes preceding me learned balancing lessons I could now use.
I join the throng flocking to yoga, tai-chi and qi-gong,
to enhance strength and balance. Still, I’m thinking, why
has no one designed a course called “Aging with Elegant
Balance and Gratitude.” And why haven’t we been required
to take it? I recall asking similar questions at an earlier
life-stage while juggling poopy diapers – the cloth ones
you don’t get to throw away – baby formulas, mountains
of wash, endless squabbles, spills, mac and cheeses and
bedtime nightmare routines, poignantly aware, when finally allowed to fall into bed, I must do it all over again in
the morning. Stringing beads with no knot on the end is an
apt image. Or how about a course on how to get out of a
27-year marriage, whole, hopeful, unscathed and ready to
dive into the rest of my life, a “how to” divorce without
being held hostage to one’s guilt, regret and raging resentment?
The issue of balance remains. My yoga teacher reminds
us that how our eyes see is a big determinant of how steady
we are. Close your eyes and you are much less likely to
remain upright. I imagine a high-wire artist closing her
eyes while navigating the cable. To avert calamity, I must
be willing to see things as they are, no matter how troubling.
The image of stones precariously balanced on stones
portrays the physical, emotional, and mental challenges
juggling a myriad of age changes and losses with wisdom
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and equanimity. We are our models and mentors, the ones
we have been wishing for. The tight rope is our task. The
young ones are watching.
I have noticed time seems more precious now. I no
longer have forever. I suspect the tasks of this late stage
still wait for me to get it right, to discover what all this loss
and letting go is about, really.
I once heard a wise teacher describe his rare experience. He watched his toddler move to the bars of the crib
where his newly-born sibling lay sleeping. Speaking to the
baby the toddler said, “Tell me about where you come from.
I’m starting to forget.” Perhaps our most important balancing task on this globe, at this stage is to remember our
true home and the deep truth of who we really are.
All the wise ones tell us our truth awaits us inside. Our
task is vital, urgent. Could the journey so far be training
for our last act on Planet Earth? Might all the losing and
letting go – of stuff, health, beliefs, ego, relationships – be
preliminary preparation for the Mystery who waits to welcome us? The 14th-century sage, Rumi, declares: “What
you seek is seeking you.” We older ones don’t have much
time to balance our baggage, plumb the depths and seek
intently the still, small God voice within.

Going Home
Now that I have gone to paradise,
I see life in a whole new perspective.
As I go up the driveway to my home
I see beautiful horses
grazing on the lush green grass–
two white and one brown,
recently arrived from Idaho,
with their cowgirl owner.
My limited daily routine greatly changed.
As I sit on the porch in the sunshine,
memories of the past are vivid and strong
Some good, some actually devastating,
and there is the wonder of survival.
Why am I still here? Can we ever know?
At this moment in time we can only marvel
and know there are no answers,
and if there were, would we truly understand them?
Since life takes many unexpected turns,
can we ever know the future? And if we did
What would we be able to look forward to?
And so, I left my paradise, the great outdoors
of trees and grass and flowers,
everything green, nature in full swing
where I see horses again, as there was long ago.
~ Dolly Ruth Smith
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Women: So Many Stifled Souls
Especially dedicated to the wives and mothers of saints and
prophets. Required to serve without choice or voice, beasts of
burdens yet carry the load…

We are artists and writers
and mathematicians,
singers and dancers
and musicians,
scholars and teachers
and inventors, as well
We are mother and father,
servant and leader,
defender and diplomat;
whatever is needed,
allowed and left behind.
Expected to do what others don’t
endure and like it, too.
If we’re so weak, try trading places.
Or be both at the same time!
Ever expected to be a soldier
at home, why not abroad?
You try being submissive and silent
for one who thinks they know
so much more than they do…
The weak are stronger than we think!
We are one and divided,
you and me and us,
she and he and this;
of man and woman
and more than that…
We are you, yet in chains.
Your love is the key.
~ Judy Hays-Eberts

Running Wild Island Bulls
With a rope he threw a big loop off to the side,
Catching a horse for an early morning ride.
We rode to the west side of the ocean island,
Searching for wild ones and a big Scottish Highland.
No trails through the mountains that we had found yet,
‘Twas creeks and beaches, a tide book in our vest.
Splashing through water as we made the ride,
Pushing our mounts, so that we would beat the tide.
The cattle looked peaceful, way off in the distance;
But as we moved closer, we met their resistance.
Our plan was to run them around a big bluff
To the barracks, back east, to show off our stuff.
Lots of excitement, full contact with a couple,
I could see real early, this plan was in trouble.
We tried to bunch them but they scattered and
charged.
There would be no cattle to load on the barge.
Out of the stirrups and up in the saddle,
Swam our mounts through the surf, away from the
cattle.
We rode down the beach, leaving tracks in the sand,
Making plans for our next attack on this band.
~Dana Graves

These are some of the Scottish Highland cattle that Dana
Graves worked to round-up on Sitkalidak, an uninhabited
Alaskan island off of the East Coast of Kodiak Island toward
the Aleutian Chain.

Scottish Highland Cattle; The Hairy
Cows of Scotland
By Mildred “Millie” Thacker Graves
Scotland’s Highlanders are one of the oldest breeds of
cattle. With their long sweeping horns, thick shaggy coat
and long hairy bangs dangling over their eyes like a fringe,
they are formidable indeed. Their long lashes and forelocks/bangs shield their eyes from flying insects and as a
result, pink eye and “cancer-eye” are uncommon. These
hardy cattle have thrived for centuries in the harsh weather
of rural Scotland, particularly the rugged Highlands, and
the islands. Therefore they were called Highlanders. These
extremely severe conditions created a process of natural
selection where only the fittest and most adaptable animals survived to carry on the breed. Unique among the
cattle the Highlander has a double coat of hair, a long coarse
outer layer and a soft wooly under layer. The coat reduces
the need for barns or other shelters. Often though, during
its early history, if the family only had one cow or only a
few cows, they were treated like members of their household and contained in a small area under their house, providing added warmth for the family.
Highlands shed out earlier in the spring and produce
less hair in warmer climates. Highlanders tend to be docile and calm and do not stress easily. The cattle on the
remote islands of Sitkalidak and Sitkinak, Alaska, were
not quite so friendly and docile though. Many of the
younger cattle on Sitkalidak Island had not had any contact with humans before my son, Dana Graves, and two
other fellows from Oregon arrived to begin cattle ranching after several others had failed in the attempt. The Highlanders had survived and multiplied on their own for several years before their arrival.
Highlanders are excellent browsers and are often used
to clear brush lots. This breed does not need a heavy layer
of back-fat for insulation allowing the animal to marble
naturally on low forage while producing lean, low-fat, high
quality cuts of beef. Cows weigh between 900 and 1,200
pounds and bulls weigh between 1,500 and 1,800 pounds.
Originally there were two distinct classes, the slightly
smaller and usually black Kyloe, whose primary domain
was the islands off the west coast of northern Scotland.
The other was a larger animal, generally reddish in color
whose territory was the remote Highlands of Scotland.
Today both of these strains are regarded as one breed –
Highland. In addition to the red and black, yellow, dun,
white, brindle, and silver are also considered traditional
colors. There is evidence that the Highland breed existed
in the sixth century, with written records from the twelfth
century.
The first recorded importation to the United States
occurred in the 1890’s, although it is likely that earlier
importations occurred, though there is no definite proof.
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The Last Rite
By John Henry
“There are so many things that we wish we had done yesterday,
so few that we feel like doing today.” – Mignon McLaughlin

A

unt Iris is the last of the older generation. She is the
first-born and the last ancient one standing. Her brothers were hard guys but she was the rock. Her husband was
a dandy who flitted from big deal to big deal, always chasing long odds and a short skirt; but Iris was true-blue, solid
to the core. When Father O’Casey asked her if she’d take
Mike Sullivan til death do they part, Iris told God in a
loud, strong voice, “I do.” Sully made the best deal of his
life; one he didn’t deserve but never regretted.
There are stories on top of stories about Aunt Iris in
family lore. She worked all her life and had time for one
kid, Mike Junior. There are several versions of how she
kept money hidden from Sully’s clutches and bought one
little building after another behind his back until they were
rich. She worked for a realtor, answering phones, doing
his books, and learning the inside skinny on buying and
selling property. Sully smoked big Cuban cigars and wore
tailor-made suits; but my Dad used to say if Sullivan had
to pay his own way, he’d be in rags and live in a flophouse on Skid Row. Mike Jr. went to Notre Dame Law
School and married into a family of blue-blooded swells.
Old Aunt Iris still pays Mike a huge monthly retainer for
legal advice she never listens to.
I heard Aunt Iris was on her way out, that she was
three-sheets-to-the-wind and sailing away fast. I was going to a business convention in Miami, so I called Mike Jr.
to see if I should chance a visit; whether old Aunt Iris was
up for company.
“Billy Boy, Mom isn’t long for this world. She had the
Padre give her last rites a week ago Saturday. Then she
felt a little better and had me take her to Church for Mass
on Sunday. She’s not thinking too clearly at ninety-four,
sliding in and out of the here and now; but she still argues
with the butcher about the price of pork chops. She’s a
pip.”
“But Mike — no disrespect — but can she handle a
visit? Is her brain still clicking on most of its cylinders?
Will she know me?”
“Bill, I’m telling you it’s now or never. On a good day,
she might figure out who you are, but she can go anytime
now. As stubborn as Mom is, she could fool us and take
the shovel up to bury us all. But honestly, my best guess is
she’s tired of living and ready to join Dad in heaven. She’s
got the outfit she’s going be buried in laying on her bedside chair.”
I telephone Aunt Iris. The lady who takes care of her
during the day answers the phone and in a hot-sauce accent calls out, “Mrs. Sullivan, it’s your nephew Bill from
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New Jersey.” There is some mumbling and the lady repeats, “It’s a nephew of yours. Your nephew Bill on the
phone.”
Aunt Iris comes on the phone and in a frail, hesitant
voice says, “This is Iris Mulligan.”
I’m surprised with her using her maiden name and say,
“Aunt Iris, this is your nephew Bill Mulligan. How you
doing Auntie?”
“The weather is like usual and my feet are swelling
up.” she responds.
I talk to her for a little while and am certain she doesn’t
know who I am or who she is. I ask her a fool-proof question, “How is your son, Michael, doing?”
She responds angrily, “You dumb-bell, you got the wrong
number. I won’t answer any personal questions.” She slams
the phone down.
I have the convention in Miami and Aunt Iris and her
son live nearby. I figure, “What the heck…” and line things
up with Mike Junior for a visit.
Mike and his wife have me over for dinner. At their
front door, Aunt Iris is leaning on her walker behind the
hosts. The old dame is still a force. The cobalt blue eyes
are studying my face. I enter Mike’s foyer and Aunt Iris
says, “You look like Uncle Shamus, Dad’s devil of a
younger half brother. You a relation of his? Maybe on his
mother’s side?”
I stand there flat footed and say, “Aunt Iris, it’s me
Billy, your brother Ed’s kid.”
She leans forward and sniffs at me. She shakes her
head. She maneuvers her walker and shuffles into the den.
Mike shrugs his shoulders and leads me in behind her.
Aunt Iris has nothing to say to me for the three hours I’m
there. I sit by her at dinner and try to talk to her about old
times, but she won’t respond. Mike tries to get her talking
about the grandchildren, the Church, taxes, or the
Kennedys, but she won’t open up about her favorite things
and treats the gourmet meal like its poisoned.
I say my goodbyes as my aunt is outside getting loaded
into Mike’s BMW for her trip home. After he helps her
into the front seat, I lean into the open car door and say,
“Aunt Iris, is it all right to give you a kiss goodbye?”
She grabs my tie and hanks me toward her. My head is
near her face and she whispers in anger, “You come by
yourself and see me tomorrow morning. Just you and me.
We need to put the record straight. Only God as our witness.”
I call her phone number around nine the next morning. Aunt Iris answers, “Do you want coffee?” I mumble

something about decaf and she says, “Come over now.
Just you.” I drive over to her home in an exclusive, gated
beach community. She’s worth a mint.
We sit at her dining room table. It’s an old-fashioned
morning room flooded with tropical winter sunlight.
There’s a picture window that opens over a canal that winds
its way to the ocean. There are palm trees and exotic flowering plants. It’s worth a couple of million bucks, easy.
Aunt Iris frowns and gruffly begins, “How am I related to you again?”
She listens to my voice more than my words and says,
“You sound just like Uncle Shamus, but you say you’re
my big brother Eddy’s son. Eddy’s dead you know?”
It’s like she’s checking to see if I have the facts straight.
She continues frowning and says, “You’re my last visitor.
Don’t get scared; but today is my last day on earth.” She
laughs and continues. “Do you believe in Heaven and
Hell?” She looks at me with those dark blue marbles and I
squirm and fidget and try to be clever. She shakes a claw
finger at me and cuts me off, “You are my unfinished business. All you men in the family have the gift of blarney,
but most come to their senses and look for God before
they die. You think you still got plenty of time. It’s why us
Mulligan women pray so much. So at the end of our days,
the family is all back together again, together forever in
Heaven.” She reaches over and takes up a tiny ceramic
bell and rings it gently once.
The old Latin Madonna comes out with a coffeepot
and a platter of sweet rolls. She serves us and then leaves.
Aunt Iris sips her black coffee out of a delicate handpainted bone china cup. She says, “You won’t be with the
family at the end unless you change. Heaven isn’t for unrepentant crooks like you. Do you understand? Black sheep
is one thing; black heart is another.” What the heck, she’s
slipped a gear, lecturing Shamus, but talking to me. She
grimaces, “You think I forgot about the money I loaned
Daddy to keep you out of jail. It’s all water under the bridge.
But what bad business did you come down to Miami for?
It might just kill your soul. Gangsters don’t go to heaven.
You bootleg booze, gamble and rob. All you think about is
getting rich, but money don’t fix anything at the final judgment. All you gonna get is a one-way ticket to Hell. Understand?”
Aunt Iris picks up the ceramic bell and rings it again.
The old servant comes out with a ledger-size check book.
Aunt Iris says, “Call the hotel of yours and have them pack
your things and send it over here in a cab.” The servant
opens the ledger and then leaves. Aunt Iris growls, “I stayed
alive extra time so you can have one more chance to go to
heaven with the family. But you got to change. I’ll write
you a big check so you can pay off your gangster debts
back in Jersey. Then you can go on and lead a decent life
and maybe God forgives you. Uncle Shamus, take this
chance. I promised Daddy on his death bed I’d try talking
you out of your devil ways. It was his dying wish Uncle

Shamus to save your soul. Do this for your brother. ” Iris
sobbed.
I’m in shock. Great Uncle Shamus was a small time
bootlegger and hustler, for pity sakes; but he died years
ago. Aunt Iris cuts off my thoughts, “You got no time to
waste. You’re older than me and can die in a wink. We
want you to be part of the family in Heaven. Shamus, your
soul can still be saved. Daddy wants you up there with
him, with all us Mulligans. Take my money and quit the
devil’s business.” She is begging me.
Poor old Aunt Iris has totally lost it. I look at her thinking ‘Don’t be a blockhead. Just humor the old gal. Take
her check and tell her you’ll do whatever she wants.’ Aunt
Iris sneers at me and yells, “I wanted my last words in life
to be a prayer of thanks for the family being all together.
Instead, I curse your mother’s sheep-stealing blood that
led you to crime. Shamus Mulligan, Daddy cried for your
soul on his death bed. I tried Daddy, I tried. But you’re
evil Shamus, through and through. There’s just no way to
save you.” She’s white as snow and, shaking, cries softly
as I sit there numb and silent.
Aunt Iris rings the little bell over and over again. Her
old housekeeper rushes out of the kitchen and motions me
to follow her quickly. She escorts me to the front door and
gently pushes me out into the Miami sun, which is like
stepping into the furnace of Hell.
As the rental car’s air conditioner blows the sweat off
my face, I call Aunt Iris on my cell phone from her driveway. In a gruff coarse voice, I say, “Hello Iris. This is your
Uncle Shamus. You been a good kid your whole life. Listen, you did your best to save me. Now give it up. I don’t
wanna hurt you or your Dad. I love you both. But I’m not
afraid of going to Hell; and I’m having too much fun right
now playing it my way. You tell your Dad I was always a
lost cause. Now you go enjoy Heaven with the family. Give
them all a big hug for me. Good-bye and good luck.”
Aunt Iris died in her sleep that very night. I hope I
helped her be a little at peace with Uncle Shamus when
she left us. I pray she made it into Heaven, reuniting with
all the good Mulligans.
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Snips and Snails and Living Tales
By Mary Lou Bennett

A

ll living things want to go on living,” said the lecturer
at a symposium I once attended. I had imagined that
to be true, but this was the first time I’d heard it said so
explicitly.
Having heard that statement, I could not ignore it, could
not “un-hear” it. I thought of all the creatures I’d thoughtlessly killed, mostly because they were annoying: I flapped
away the wasps buzzing around the picnic food; chased
flies through the house with a swatter and murder in mind;
I smacked the mosquitoes who gnawed at my arms.
Conversely, I never killed spiders, having once read
that they spent their brief lives in a state of terror of the
many creatures who preyed upon them.
When you’ve personalized a creature,
there’s no turning back: spiders have feelings too.
Snakes are another matter, although
when I spied a little garter snake in my
garden, I backed away, leaving it alone. I
didn’t care for it, snakes being so un-us,
slithering about as they do, but that is their
nature. Leave them to it.
The creature I most fear are rats. The only time I
saw a rat up close was when I was walking by bike across
the patio, heading out to do errands. I noticed our three
cats sitting in a row staring at a fuchsia bush. As I neared
the spot, I saw what I thought to be a squirrel crouched by
the bush. In fact, I said to it, “Hello, there, little squirrel.”
And then I saw the thin gray tail and realized I was staring
into the malevolent gaze of a rat. I dropped my bike and
ran inside the house, screaming for the trio of cats to follow me. My then-teenage son, alarmed for my safety and/
or sanity tried to calm me down.
He also took matters into his own hands. Later telling
me the rat must have been very sick for it didn’t move so
he just hit it hard on the head with a shovel and it died.
Kind of a mercy killing, he said. He put the body into the
trash which, mercifully, would be collected that very afternoon. Even so, for weeks thereafter, every time I opened
the lid to empty trash into the bin, I feared the ghost of the
rat might leap out at me.
After that lecture, however, I wondered what I might
do in the same situation now that I had pondered the idea
that every living creature wants to go on living.
There were the slugs which shared my garden, their
slimy trail marking nocturnal progression, their goal being
the extinction of my flowers. I admit that I dribbled slug
bait in their path. I found them repulsive and unsympathetic.
Recently I noticed that slugs have been replaced by
snails. Now I have become accustomed to the snails in
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amongst the flowers in the beds and in numerous containers of favorite flowers I nurture. Once I accidentally stepped
on a snail and heard a sickening “crunch” of its shell. I felt
awful.
Every living thing wants to go on living. “Okay, okay,”
I said to the snail cadaver. “I’m sorry, it was an accident.
I’ll try to do better, okay?” This is what guilt does to a
person.
It then became my practice to toss the snails into the
black bags filled with faded flowers and moss. I embraced
the rationalization that the snails could actually live in the
bag until its haul-away day. Working in the garden, I wear
latex gloves for those tasks which I need to feel the
soil, the root ball, the depth of the weed roots. Also
to deliver snails to their–uh – waiting room before collection day.
This led to a stunning revelation.
It began the first time I picked up a
snail with my bare fingers and felt its
tiny body softly move. It felt familiar
somehow. I pondered the sensation for
a moment. Oh, yes... the movement of
a baby... inside my own body. Not scary
... not repugnant... but... real... comforting...
natural. Be not afraid.
Carefully I placed the snail into the black bag and that’s
when I saw, attached to her side, a tiny version of herself.
A baby.
“You’ll be all right,” I told her.
Later, when I was making another deposit of moss into
the bag, I saw her again, this now familiar mother snail.
She was slowly and majestically gliding up to the bag’s
opening, her baby still clinging to her side, her proud antenna waving gently from her beautiful head.
“I’m so sorry,” I told her. “I can’t have you in my garden. You ruin my flowers.”
Then, astonishingly, the snail spoke: “What? There isn’t
room in the world for both snails and flowers?”
“Well, yes, of course, there’s room but... but you eat
all my flowers.”
“I must eat to live, don’t you humans understand anything? It’s all about you, you, you. What about me? What
about my baby?”
“What else could you eat? I’m willing to compromise,”
I told her.
“I tried to eat those weeds over there. Made myself
half-sick hoping to prove my usefulness. But did you even
notice? Even care? Oh, no, it’s me, me, me all the time
with people creatures.”
“Okay, this is the best I can offer. You’ll have to stay in

this black debris bag where it’s safe. I’ve put fatal snail
bait in all the flower beds and pots. You’ll be safe in the
bag and early tomorrow morning when the truck comes
around collecting debris bags, I’ll make sure you get a good
spot for traveling. That’s the best I can do.” I picked her
up, lightly touching her beautiful fragile shell.
“Thanks,” she said, “I guess some humans aren’t awful.”
There was a pause. Partings can be so sad. I’m sure
she smiled when she said, “You know, we snails have a
saying: All living things want to go on living. It’s probably
true for humans, too. Anyway, think about it.”
I smiled at this beautiful creature. “I surely will.”

I Ate
I ate so my predators would be repulsed by how I look
I ate so you didn’t have to come near
I ate to protect me
I ate because it comforted me
I ate because it was the one thing
I didn’t have to control
I ate and ate and became large
No one could possibly want me
I ate so I wouldn’t have to feel pain
To feel sadness
And when alone in my room
I would find my tears, so I could cry
I cried and I ate
When I became a teen
I took to one-night stands with nameless men
I turned to booze and drugs
Anything to suppress
The rage, the hate, the shame
I ate because I wasn’t smart or pretty
I ate to eliminate the little girl
Who still lives inside

Beauty
The light is full of chores to do
and bills enough to pay
it fills our time with common things
that drain our lives away

I ate because I wanted a friend
I wanted love and acceptance
I didn’t believe I had value and worth
I just couldn’t love me
And
I ate

The sun that shines so brightly
that brings the light of day
it turns away the finer things
it holds them all at bay
For beauty lives in mysteries
in ways you cannot know;
far beyond the twilight’s cast
behind the falling snow

~ Katherine Geller

An Apology to Lois Stadt...

Hidden deep in the shadow’s dark
in evening’s low-lit rooms;
out among the mountains
in early morning’s bloom

A

Beauty’s in the mysteries
in the things you cannot see
just behind the turned-down light
and out among the trees
And ere you chance in sideways glance
her dance in moonlight pale
then lift a glass, salute the gods
you’ve sipped enchanted ale
~ Marv Himmel

year ago, Lois Stadt of Creswell sent us a touching tribute that her daughter, Candace Solini, had
written and presented to her for her 80th birthday. It
was titled, “Eighty Ways My Mother Has Influenced
My Life.” At that time, I asked Lois if we could consider it for the April 2013 Mother’s Day issue. Unfortunately, while doing the layout for the issue, I decided
not to use it. Although it is very special to Lois, it is
rather long and the issue was over-full. After talking
with Lois, I promised to find a way to share it with our
readers.We have decided to published it on our website,
instead.
So, please take time to read Candace’s special tribute to
her mother at http://groundwaterspublishing.com/
eighty_ways.html
Thank you, Lois, for sharing it with us! pe
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Opal’s Opera
By Opal Powell

T

he summer I was ten my father brought home a tent. It
had been abandoned or forgotten when a traveling show
made a brief stop in my hometown... Tough luck for a carnival that played towns like ours with populations of five
or six hundred; exquisitely good luck for me.
My parents set up the tent on a vacant lot behind our
house, expanded space for my large family of dolls
which had grown to unwieldy proportions in
my playhouse, a former pump house, that,
like the tent, had been orphaned.
But, that summer I turned my back on
domesticity; mother and nursemaid to a
dozen babies, quiet and well-behaved
though they were, had lost its appeal.
Though the tent was comprised of small,
curtain-partitioned rooms, and dark, flap-covered recesses, to me it was a washed canvas… the
untouched page of a new diary… a venue. I wanted to see
my name in lights. Of course, there were no actual lights,
but red poster paint on white butcher paper worked for
me.
Within hours of the final stake-pounding, “Opal’s Opera,” was launched. “Tent Theater,” might have been appropriate, but I liked the sound of “Opera,” and “Opal,”
together, and at that time, no one knew for sure there
wouldn’t be singing.
Though my mother held out for “Canvas Capers” and
my dad suggested, “Freeman Follies,” – Freeman, being
our last name – they were overridden, and within a matter
of hours, my colorful marquee was safety-pinned to the
front tent flap.
Then, with zeal and enthusiasm of sufficient magnitude to launch a Broadway production, I began combing
my neighborhood for cast and crew. I, of course, would
shoulder most responsibility: playwright, casting director,
and star – also responsible for set-design, advertising, and
snacks.
As luck would have it, the acting talent available in
my neighborhood that summer was remarkable. Neither
of the Brody twins was ill, and neither had a broken limb.
Also, Bobby Thornton, who played a mean wax-paper and
comb had no scheduled family vacation.
Margaret Able, and her dog, Ne’r-Do-Well, who could
be coaxed into doing tricks, were available. And Swoozy
Chapman, who hadn’t uttered more than a handful of words
since kindergarten, nodded enthusiastically when I indicated stardom might be waiting.
Confidence emboldened me. I approached my first production with a ferocity that might have caused MGM’s
lion to tuck tail and run.
Opal’s Opera’s first production, “Aunt Myrtle and the
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Turtles,” may have been our best. The plot revolved around
a visiting aunt and tricks played on her by, of course, twins.
How Aunt Myrtle had somehow failed to realize there were
twins in the family didn’t figure into the script. The cute
kids appeared at alternating, unexpected times, putting turtles in their aunt’s bed... or soup... or on her
chair. It was funny... hilarious… until it became
apparent there was no proper ending. Aunt
Myrtle chased one twin, who chased the
housekeeper, who chased the second twin…
Summer sun beat down on the tent, and
inside, the temperature climbed. Six or eight
screaming youngsters tearing in and out
through the flaps and openings, like a car
chase without cars, added more than a few degrees.
Our audience, which from the start was problematic,
began to evaporate, like a splash from a garden hose would
on a day like that. Mrs. Thornton, who hadn’t mentioned
she was canning beans, had to leave to check her pressure
cooker. Margaret’s mother excused herself, claiming she
needed to leave for work. Swoozy’s mother just slipped
away without a word. My own mother, though she’d
brought cookies and lemonade, declared she was too warm,
and left to check clothes in the dryer.
Our productions from that point on were hit and miss.
I did a dying scene in “The Short Life of Sweet Amelia,”
which would have rivaled Mimi’s in “La Boheme.” Somehow it missed. The audience chitchatted until the climax.
Then, as I clutched my throat, there was giggling. Later,
my mother swore she’d truly believed it was a comedy. I
didn’t see how that could be possible, and reminded her
that tuberculosis was no laughing matter.
As time passed, our scripts became looser, dependent
upon more and more improv and ad lib. Margaret’s dog, a
cast member I’d had great hopes for, seemed to suffer stage
fright. Ne’r-Do-Well would bound away after his first trick
was rewarded, often dragging his trainer/manager down
the main aisle where the six folding-chairs for the attendees were set up. Though that should have been considered
a mere setback, our audience would treat it like a final
curtain and head home.
Other problems popped up, too. One of the twins rode
his bike into a tree and suffered a slight concussion. The
other came down with a severe case of poison oak. Bobby
Thornton left on vacation.
About a month into theater season, Margaret and her dog
joined 4-H and their interest seemed to flag. But, Swoozy
was a surprise. Though in daily life she hardly spoke, on
stage she was transformed. She spoke her scripted lines
from the heart... In fact, she yelled them. She would stamp

her feet, fling her arms, and wipe her forehead while emoting.
“I think Swoozy said a four-letter word today,” my
mother warned. “If that continues the kids can’t gather here
anymore.”
But, Swoozy hadn’t cursed, at least not intentionally.
Sometimes she just was carried away on the wings of
drama. She recited poetry that wasn’t written into the script.
She sang in the wings. She even dug up costumes that the
remaining cast members fought over.
Summer began to wind down. A layer of dust settled
on the tent and the banner sagged. Then, one afternoon,
we members of the Opera got a truly nice surprise.
Catherine Skelton, a close neighbor who had never attended
a single show, ducked into the steaming tent. On her heels
came her fourteen-year-old nephew, Bob Caldwell, who
was visiting from Nebraska. Their arrival and apparent
enjoyment of our shows sparked the cast.
Though somewhat limited in numbers due to dental
appointments and sprained ankles, the loss of the twins
and so on, we did a good performance of “Matthew and
the Magic Toad.” That was despite the fact that Margaret’s
dog wouldn’t sit still long enough to play the toad role, so
we had to call upon the understudy, Alvin Crup. Since Alvin
did somewhat resemble a toad it worked out.
Our last show, “Return to Red Valley,” went pretty well,
too, but it was late August, and the heat took its toll. That
show didn’t actually come to a conclusion. Unlike the
screaming chase that ended our first show, this presentation just wound down, like a car running out of gas.
Despite that, Catherine and her nephew, Bob, clapped
heartily at the final curtain call – which almost didn’t happen because the actors were sneaking away to gather on
the shady side of the tent and guzzle Kool-Aid.
After that final production, the tent stayed up a few
days, but eventually my parents pulled the stakes. We
watched it deflate, like a punctured balloon.
At that point it was probably assumed by all of us that
the tent would be resurrected – spring to life again the
following summer. But that never happened.
The small world of my youth revolved. The axis of my
childhood shifted. The pump-house/playhouse was moved
down the block, to become home to a younger neighbor
girl’s family of dolls. I became an absent, unfit mother to
my own brood of plastic babies, and eventually they were
placed in better homes.
When you’re eleven and twelve you don’t look back.
You’re not supposed to. Any thought of the “summer of
the tent” faded. Any dreams I’d had of a theatrical career
didn’t so much disappear as simply cease to exist.
Bob Caldwell, Catherine’s nephew who attended our
last production, returned to Nebraska on the same day Dad
rolled the tent and stored it in a corner of the garage. But,
that, my friends, is another story that Groundwaters will
include in its October issue...

Excuse me, Misour, You Cannot Sleep Inside
Paris, France (French book store)
Don’t put your feet up on the shelf
The French are funny
Like chicken bones
And funny bones
C.K. Williams repairs my right brain
From financial and logical left-brain domination
creative twitches were once gunned down by German
insurance agents
On Normandy beaches
The economy of poetry
Has sold me free verse for zero euros
Though the privilege of forms has escaped me
Revision, an art
Worth pursuit like the genius of Van Gogh
In Museú de Orsay
One hour and fifteen minutes before
clasé de poetry, I revise madly on the laptop de
biblíotecá
deadline presses in me like a dull knife
Through a hard avocado
That third floor corner cubby where
I scribbled of
students texting their way to class
Hot was that season for my right brain
in both hemispheres,
masterpieces streaming through memorial union air
I could always tell it was Aaron Broich,
his tan fingers waltzing onto the ivory,
As I napped to these soul-soothing melodies in the
quiet room near the veranda
O the time he lit my brain on
fire,
sparking my poetic fire,
resolution de Selena
like the French resolved to be
free
No one is famous during their
time
Vincent, if only they could see
you now
~ Palmer Vilagi
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A Day With Dad
By Mario

T

he year was 1941 – July, I think – but it‘s been a while
and I could be off a month.
Dad, had spent all week hewing a load of railroad ties
and we were taking them to the buyer in town. The plan
was to sell them and bring back a load of groceries.
My seven-year-old frame was not much help in the
loading of ties. However, I was good at smearing mud on
their ends, in order to hide the cracks, splits and blemishes.
The wagon and team were on loan from Mister Clark,
our landlord. One of the horses, Bert, was of a dull gray
color with a long silky tail and roached mane. The other
one, Jim, was of nondescript markings except he was brown
with a full mane and tail.
Bert was an energetic horse in the traces; he pulled his
weight and half of Jim’s, too, for Dad was forever speaking to Jim, “Up there Jim.” We could tell by the angle of
the doubletree, which horse was doing all the work, Jim
was lazy.
Earlier, Dad had gotten our loaded old Model-T truck
stuck between two trees; he was such a doofus when it
came to driving. That’s the reason we borrowed the team
and wagon.
After Dad harnessed the team and we arrived to where
he had gotten the truck stuck, we then off-loaded the truck
into the wagon. We then drove the team and wagon seven
miles to town where Mom, my brothers and sisters were
waiting in the park.
The road to town was graveled and on the way, I yelled
at Dad and told him, “Hey Dad, Bert is limping with his
left hind-leg.” Dad stopped the team and then climbed down
to inspect Bert’s hoof. In doing so, he looked back up with
a big grin, took a dip of snuff and tossed right back at me,
“You’re right Jiggs, there’s a pebble under his shoe.”
Dislodging the obstruction, Dad climbed back up in
the driver’s seat and then we clippity-clopped on in to town.
The horses somehow found their way to the tie-buyer.
Dad sold his ties and seemed happy with the price, so we
drove the team to a water trough. There he fitted on the
feed bags and then tied them in the shade of a huge elm
tree.
Not long after settling into town, we joined Mom and
my six siblings in the park for a lunch of soda pop and
bologna sandwiches. We always had bologna sandwiches
when the family picnicked. Maybe that’s why I don’t care
for those sandwiches anymore.
After staying in town all day, we all climbed into the
wagon at dusk and left the park. When we got home, everyone piled out, except Dad and me. Dad had earlier asked
me to go with him to return the team and wagon.
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At the barn, the horses were unhitched and then taken
to their stalls where they were unharnessed, fed and watered. As soon as the harnesses were hung in their proper
places, Dad went to Mister Clark and thanked him for the
use of his team and wagon.
Going home, I was asked, “Jiggs, did you have a good
day?”
“Yes Daddy, this was the best day ever.” Actually, it
really felt good being with my dad, just him and me. I
wish we had spent more time together.
Four years later, he and mom divorced and it must be
true, children who come from a broken home, are injured
for life.

Lids and Pots
“For every pot there’s a lid”,
that’s what someone musta said.
If you think you don’t fit, Kid,
guess what? You may not be mislead.
Hey now, someone musta said,
for every lid there’s a pot.
As said, you may not be mislead
if you got it straight or not.
Searching for that lid’s pot,
you then may court disaster,
if you got it straight or not
while you scrounge round faster.
It strikes some folks as mere rot
that you may not fit in, Kid.
I’m sorry, but true, it’s not
that there’s a pot for every lid.
~ Jean Marie Purcell

To learn more about our returning contributors, check out their webpages on
the Groundwaters website at:
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com

Noodlin’
By Dale Dickson

I

was visiting my friend Leon, who lives in Pulaski
County, Arkansas. We were touring the back roads, meandering along a tributary to the Arkansas River when we
had to stop at a railroad crossing to wait for a slow-moving freight train. I used the time to take in the scenery. The
tributary was a slow, muddy river moving through some
farmland.
“What in the world is that?” I exclaimed.
“What?” inquired Leon.
“That thing over there on the fence post by the river.
Something has been placed on a fence post. It’s as big as a
calf’s head.”
“Where?”
“Over there,” I pointed.
Leon lifted his head and looked in the direction I indicated.
“Oh, that. That’s a catfish head.”
“A what?”
“Yeah, the head of a giant catfish.”
“I can’t believe it. I’ve never seen anything like it.
How’d it get there?”
“Noodlin’.”
“Noodlin’?”
“Yeah, it’s a way to fish. There are two ways to noodle.”
“This I’ve got to hear. Tell me about it.”
“Well, it’s really quite simple. You see, the catfish grow
plenty big here in these warm waters. They dig a hole in
the riverbank big enough for them to back themselves in.
They lie there, resting and sleeping until they head out to
find some food, then they come back to their home.”
“OK, but what is noodlin’?”
“I’m coming to that. The knowledgeable fisherman
knows these giant catfish hole up in the riverbanks. I refer
to them as knowledgeable, but not necessarily smart. The
fishermen work two different ways. The first way is to
walk in the water, feeling along the riverbank for a depression, a hole where a catfish has dug himself a home.
Then the fisherman carefully reaches in the hole, feeling
for the fish. When he feels the fish he quickly pushes one
hand into the fish’s mouth and grabs it by the gills with
the other hand and drags it out of the hole.
“Then the fun begins. The fish isn’t about to be dragged
out of its home, so it’s fighting all the way. Some of these
catfish may weigh fifty pounds, or even more, and those
whiskers do have some firmness to them, and they can
stick into your hand or arm. Smart noodlers wear gloves
to protect their hands and to get a better grip on the fish.
When, and if, the fish is pulled out of his den, the noodler
has to wrestle it onto the bank of the river. Then the fish

normally reaches its demise at the business end of a knife.
“To boast of his success, the noodler often cuts the
head off the fish and proudly displays it on the top of a
nearby fence post. That’s what you saw. A large catfish
can feed a family for about a week.”
“I can’t believe it,” I said. “I’ve got to see that... but,
that was just one way of noodlin’. You said there were
two. What’s the other?”
“The fisherman crawls along the riverbank, feeling
under the water for the fish’s den. Then, when he finds it,
he jumps in the water and tries to grab the fish, if it is at
home, and wrestle it onto the bank. I don’t know which
way is more productive. I’ve never tried it myself.”
“Why not?”
“Do you know what an alligator gar fish is?” Before I
could answer, Leon went on, “A gar fish is shaped like a
long, slender log, with a long head and long mouth and
jaws. It has several needle-like teeth, sharp as all blazes.
Once they get those teeth in you, they won’t let go until
someone chops its head off and then pries its mouth open...
Ouch! It hurts just thinking about it. I’ve seen wounds inflicted by gar fish, and I don’t want any part of them.
“Well, sometime ol’ mister gar will be sleepin’ in a
catfish den and some unsuspecting catfish hunter will stick
his hand into the gar’s mouth. Then look out! Who has
whom? If the water is deep enough, a fisherman could
drown fighting the gar. He’s fighting the gar so hard that
he may not have the ability to keep his head above water.
Believe me, it’s happened. That’s one reason why noodlers
don’t go noodlin’ alone.”
“Unbelievable!”
“Yeah, and besides the gar, there are water moccasin
snakes... and they are poisonous. They may not be in the
fish’s den, but they may be right along the water’s edge,
waiting to strike an intruder. No, sir, it’s not for me.”
When the train moved on and we started driving again,
I kept staring at the fish head until it was out of sight.
“Noodlin’, huh?”
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Go-Carting
By Gene Conrad

A

s a kid, I remember going to the Eugene Speedway in
Eugene, Oregon and watching my cousins, Tom and
Jack Conrad, racing stock cars. It was especially fun to
watch them race our old station wagon my dad had given
them. They would win the stock car race and then proceed
to win the destruction derby afterward. We didn’t want it
back after that.
When I was about 14-years-old, Tom’s son, Jim, started
racing go-carts. Jim was 6-days older than me and I always thought we looked and thought a lot alike. We always had a great time together, but for some reason, we
didn’t seem to get together much. He was having a great
time going with my cousin Jack to go-cart races in Roseburg
and other towns and Jim was doing well in the novice class.
It sounded like fun and I somehow talked my folks into
getting a go-cart so that I could start racing as well.
It didn’t take long to find one as carting was kind of
the hot thing at the time. It cost $500 and was a Yamaha
with a 100cc engine with electronic ignition. Seated in the
cart your rear end was only about an inch off of the ground.
That helps you notice bumps.
Once we got the cart home, I invited Jim over to spend
a couple of days. It was summertime and we decided we
should first give the cart a thorough safety check before
taking it out. A stand to put the cart on would make things
easier, so we spent the afternoon and evening scrounging
up scrap wood and figuring out how to build the stand.
Most of the wood we had available was pieces of 1x4
Douglas Fir scraps that my dad had brought home from
the mill where he worked. They were about two-feet-long
or shorter.
Our stand ended up being about three-feet-tall and sized
so that the cart sat on top of it with the wheels hanging off
the ends. That way we could access the wheels and suspension without any weight on them. There were built-in
wooden trays on each side to hold parts and tools.
We grabbed onto the cart and started lifting, grunting
and laughing trying to get it up onto the stand. Turns out
the stand was a little too tall and we were having trouble
lifting the cart up high enough. The stand was also a little
too big because we were having trouble navigating around
it while holding up the cart. After making enough noise to
wake the dead (you know how 14-year-old boys can be)
we finally got the cart onto the stand. It seemed like the
safety check would about kill us.
We had spent several hours building the stand. I think
it took about ten minutes to go over every nut and bolt on
the cart. We lubed all the grease points and the chain and
topped up the fuel. It was kind of anti-climactic.
We finally turned in for the night. I remember that the
stars seemed very bright. The next morning we were up
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early and went down to the field to decide where we were
going to have our race track. The field was about a dozen
acres or so and, for some reason, it had an infestation of
little black picnic ants that liked to build ant hills. The
hills averaged from the size of a soft ball to a little bigger
than a basketball, and they were about ten-to-twenty-feet
apart. The granddaddy ant hill was about four-feet in diameter and probably sixteen-inches-tall. Some of them
were hard, and some of them were soft enough that a good
kick would send them flying. I don’t know why there were
so many ant hills in that field. Maybe it was because no
hay had been cut on our field for many years – that would
tend to shear off the hills. The grass was up to our arm pits
and we walked out a route deciding how to miss the worst
of the ant hills and stay in the flatter part of the field.
We drug the cart down from the house, through the
grass to where we decided the start line should be. Then
we went back and got the starter unit and drug it down too.
The unit consisted of a car starter motor mounted on a
plate with two handles and a special fitting on the end of
the shaft to engage the starter directly to the engine crank
shaft. Two jumper cables came out of the starter motor
and were connected to a car battery in the go-cart. Starting
the cart consisted of putting the rear of the cart up on a
block so the back wheels could spin freely. The driver sat
in his seat and the operator grabbed the handles on the
starter and fitted it into the fitting on the crank shaft of the
engine. He then pushed the button on the handle and the
engine spun over while the driver worked the choke and
throttle. It worked really well and was way better than a
pull rope.
We were able to start the cart without too much trouble,
but when we dropped it off of the block, the cart did not
have enough power and traction to overcome the resistance of the wad of grass trapped under it. We were going
to have to mow the track. We trudged back up to the house
and got out the push-lawn mower and a can of gas.
The mower was your typical gas-powered lawn mower.
There was no grass catcher and it was self-propelled in the
sense that you pushed it yourself. We raised it up all the
way and proceeded to work our way around the track we
had decided on.
That mower worked hard that day and so did we. It
was a hot afternoon with no shade. The grass was way too
tall for the mower so we had to push down on the handle
to raise the front of the mower up enough to work through
the grass, and you had go back and forth, often stopping to
keep from stalling out the engine. We also used the mower
to level off any ant hills in the way. It took all day to get
the track mowed. We had to go over it a couple of times to
get an even cut, and the last pass was at the shortest setting. Mowing anthills really didn’t do that mower any good

– the blade was pretty dull afterward and I suppose the
engine took an internal beating as well.
We were too tired to do any riding, so we arranged for
Jim to stay another day and hit the hay. The next morning
we were really excited. We hustled through breakfast and
went down to the track. We shooed the cows off the track,
then flipped a coin to decide who would get to drive first.
I won the toss and we put the cart on the blocks and it
started right up! We ran it a bit to warm it up, then Jim
dropped it off of the block and off I went!
The track was not a simple oval. There was a long
straight stretch from the starting point to the first turn. It
was about a 90-degree turn to the right, then a short stretch,
another slight left-turn leading into a right-hand hairpin.
Following the hairpin was a series of S curves along the
back stretch. Then another short straight into a hairpin right
turn that put you back at the starting line. The ground was
pretty flat over most of it, but the last straight leading into
the last hairpin corner was slightly downhill. You climbed
back up as you negotiated the hairpin, the ground sloping
to the outside. That was a tricky turn.
The tires on that cart were slicks made for racing on
pavement, not on grass, so we were having a great time
trying to stay on the track. It was almost like driving on
ice. I think I spun out on the first corner and stalled the
engine.
We pushed the cart back to the starting block and off I
went again! This time I made it through the first couple of
turns, then spun out and hit an ant hill. The low nose on
the cart scooped up the whole ant hill and deposited it right
in my lap. A zillion of the little black bugs were instantly
crawling all over me. Fortunately, they are friendly ants
that don’t bite so I just hopped out and brushed them off of
me and out of the cart. We pushed the cart back to the start
line and I started out again. Last chance.
One thing we did not notice when we had moved the
cows was that they had left us some presents on the track…
that very morning... and they were kind of big cows. I found
the first present on my way into the last hairpin curve. The
front of the cart was a perfect poop scooper, and I saw a
large, green mass flying at me. All I could do is close my
eyes and hold my breath. I was wearing an open face helmet and some goggles. Most of the poop landed on my
chest and lap, and there was a large green blob stuck to my
goggles over my left eye. Like the true, dedicated sportsman I was, I just gritted my teeth, pitched the cart sideways and blasted around the hairpin turn!
Jim was laughing and pointing at me, but I drove all
five laps for my turn with that poop over my eye. What a
great time! We spent the whole day taking turns sliding
that cart around on that slick grass track. The grass soon
wore out and we were driving on bare dirt. The tires became very glossy from the polish they were getting and
we both became experts at controlling a slide.
Jim came out a couple of more times that summer, but

the first time was what I remember most. It never worked
out for us to race together at an actual race track. My parents took me to a clay track at the Cottage Grove Raceway
in Cottage Grove, Oregon. My racing career was pretty
short, though. My mom was my pit crew, and I soon realized that it was too expensive and got us home too late on
Saturday nights to be reasonable, so I decided to stop. The
few races I competed in were fun, but nothing close to that
day with my cousin, Jim.
Our lives kind of went different directions for a few
years following that. When we were in our early 20’s our
friendship rekindled and we had some more good times
together. We were 24-years-old when Jim was killed in a
motorcycle accident. That was over 20 years ago now, and
I still miss him. But those hot summer days on a poopy
race track always make me smile. You just never know
when you are making an important, once-in-a-lifetime
memory. Cherish every moment.

Would I?
I wonder if I would have done, all those things I did,
If the internet had reared its head, when I was just a kid.
Would I have roamed the woods alone, with a fly rod and
my gun,
Or called a house my prison, and log on to have some fun.
Would I have learned the lessons, it takes to be a man,
Or walk around aloof and lost, with an Ipod in each hand.
Would I have learned the value in callused hands and
honest work,
Or plied the bowels of cyberspace, ‘till I finally went
berserk.
Would I have been a woodsman, tempted fate and
cheated death,
Or waste away my life and time, surfing the internet.
Hindsight is 20-20 but I swear, I’d do it all again,
Thank God there was no internet, so long ago back then.
Heaven help the poor lost net; Heaven help and God
forbid,
That it don’t steal the gift of life from an unsuspecting kid,
Thank God there was no Net to surf when I was just a
kid.
~ Michael J Barker
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The Copperhead Snake and the
Miracle Cure
By Mildred “Millie” Thacker Graves

D

uring the time my grandpa, George William Thacker,
was a young boy and living with his family in Kentucky, they had a dog. Apparently the dog was considered
an integral part of the family, since the dog often slept in
the house on a braided rug beside my grandfather’s bed.
Sometime during the dark part of the night or early morning hours, my grandfather awoke and got out of bed, stepping on the rug in the exact spot where a Copperhead snake
was curled up, resting for the night. The snake reacted by
immediately striking my grandfather on the foot, injecting its poison. It was later speculated that previously the
dog had probably been sleeping in that very spot. The
snake, feeling a bit cool, had coiled in the same spot in
order to absorb some of the residual warmth left by the
dog.
In those days, the standard medical practice for snakebite was to have the victim drink a large quantity of liquor, preferably, some good old Kentucky whiskey and
the sooner, the better. This method has since been abandoned because it has been found that the alcohol causes
the poison to travel even more rapidly to other parts of the
body.
Between the poison of the snakebite and the unaccustomed whiskey, my grandfather was deathly ill for a number of days, but finally, he slowly recovered. In the years
that followed he always associated his illness more with
the whiskey and less to the effects of the snakebite. Therefore, from that day forward, he believed in the evils of
drink, especially whiskey. This event influenced his thinking and had a profound effect on the rest of his life. He
did not touch any liquor after that day, nor did he want
anyone in his family to do so, either.
Granny, Louisa Frances (Farmer) Thacker, the wife
of George, came from a fairly well-to-do family in comparison to others living in the Somerset, Pulaski County,
region of Kentucky. Her family was made up of landowners, storeowners and planters who raised tobacco. In fact,
Grandpa had become acquainted with Granny when he
had come to work for her father.
It seems that drinking in moderation, such as a glass
of sherry or a bit of brandy or wine with their meal was a
part of Granny’s family’s lifestyle. Due to the snakebite
trauma, more so than his religious upbringing, Grandpa
did not approve of the consumption of spirits in any form.
Therefore during their married life, Granny must always justify her want or need for some spirits, such as her
favorite, apricot brandy, which she called Apricot Nectar,
in order to keep peace with Grandpa. She usually kept it
on hand for medicinal purposes, such as for colds or sore
throats but, sometimes, it was needed for other unnamed
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and undiagnosed maladies. She couldn’t be classified as a
drinker, but she did enjoy an occasional bit of wine or
brandy. Apparently to appease Grandpa, whenever she
wanted a sip or two of spirits, she would begin to cough or
to clear her throat, followed by the announcement, “I think
I feel a cold coming on.”
There is no doubt, though, that the Apricot Nectar was
a magical tonic because Granny very seldom developed a
full-blown cold after a few days and numerous doses of
her special Apricot Nectar. It truly was a Miracle Cure!

Changing Realms
The passion
engulfing her spirit;
lace surrounding her legs
blowing in the wind
of sensuality.
Her body glistening
of perspiration.
Lips parched
from her screams.
Silk caressing her breasts
as the golden locks flow
across her shoulders
dampened by her moist back.
Body moving
as a dolphin at sea in unison with her passion.
Her heart, her soul
exploding into a world
beyond this dimension into another realm.
~ Vallee Rose
I used to live in Walton, OR, though I had to move to Pueblo, CO area. I
have written poetry since I was 10 years old. I consider myself a creative,
empathic double Piscean who draws, writes, paints and much more.Visit
my website at http://www.etsy.com/shop/EnchantedRoseProduct and/or
my blog at http://valleerose.blogspot.com

And Early Morning Talks Over Coffee
Melting snow,
pasqueflowers blooming at its edge...
we met
when both of us carried new life
floating within,
glancing across the waiting room,
smiling...
melting snow
trickling down along the trail
leading from the pass,
yellow monkeyflowers on small ledges.
Our children played together
along mountain streams...
always it has been water,
lifeblood of the earth.
And when your life was shaken...
filling the meadow with whispers,
pools tempting bears to wallow
on warm summer days...
you and I camped at East Weaver Lake
with the children.
“Did you bring matches?” you asked.
Fire and water...
and later, when my life was fractured,
you offered a creek to sit beside
and cry...
reflection in still ponds.
You were quietly amused
when I baked and canned,
planted and mowed...
waterfalls spraying a dipper’s moss nest.
You were, as always, dealing with life,
welcoming babies.
When I tested politics
you planted and baked
and polished the squash...
melting snow cascading among boulders.
When I moved north to the rains of Oregon
you traveled the world
speaking of the birth of life
and the interconnections
of fire and stone
while I went back to school
escaping urban
and discovered I was still
of the mountains
filling the lake,
spilling out into granite canyons.
And when we are old
we will speak
of celebrating the bicentennial

Wanjita
Simply allow me
To tell you of
The greatest gift
Of beauty and spirit
Her name is Wanjita
“Little Queen”
A gem from
Life experiences,
She increases
The image of health
And wholeness.
At any moment,
I feel
Perfectly in tune
With my most recent
Relative!
“L’Isle de la Cité,
Wanjita is with us!”
~ Rhonda Rauch

camped along Big French Creek
and of the mountain lion’s scream,
of how cold it was at East Weaver Lake,
of how life is like water
rushing along down the mountainside
and how, when we get to the ocean,
we’d like to go back up to that melting snow
and follow down another stream. Hot damn!
~ Susanne Twight-Alexander
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Hoover
(written in 1985)

By Earl Hain

O

ur dear dog, Hoover, died of what we think was congestive heart failure. She asked to go outside, made
her way down the outside stairs to the front door, laid down
on the door mat, struggled to take in enough
oxygen…couldn’t…sighed…and died. We were with her.
We buried her on her side in a hole chiseled into the
rock-hard clay, curled as if she were asleep. She’s on a
gentle hillside sheltered by fir trees, protected by blackberry bushes, close to the land bridge over the creek between Pond Superior and Pond Inferior.
It’s always quiet there, and it’s mainly undisturbed
except for the deer trail that passes quite close to her grave.
It’s a bit ironic, because she didn’t particularly like deer
ever since she was chased by a fawn-protecting doe years
ago…but obviously, it’s not a real problem now.
Apparently, she knew what was going to happen. The
week or so before she died, she awakened us one morning,
earlier than usual, and asked to go outside while the world
was still quiet and fresh. She walked her old haunts…out
to the barn…up the path a little way toward Pond
Superior…over by the pump-house…places she could get
to easily. She returned, assured that her places were still
protected and secure, and was apparently satisfied that she
had done her job as well as she could. Af- ter
that, she never revisited her outside
domain.
She spent as much of her remaining time as physically close
to us as she could. She would
put her front paws into our laps
as we watched TV in the evenings seemingly to remind us
that we were important to her,
and that she too was part of the
family. Now, in looking back,
it seems that because she somehow knew she didn’t have much
time left, she was merely asking us to remember her and to
remember that she loved us unconditionally.
Well, dear dog, we will always remember you…We loved
you…and we still do. We miss
you.
Thank you for spending your
life with us…we couldn’t have asked
for a better friend.
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Encounter
My glance rakes the harbor.
A dhow drifts on lapis water
Like an inscrutable shadow.
Chalk sand simmers in the melting heat.
“Madam, madam.
for you special price,”
shrills a hawker
in scuzzy tee shirt
and shorts breeched horizontally.
I shrug.
He plucks at my jacket.
I brush him away like a piece of lint.
He brakes in front of my polished shoes.
I crumble.
Finger thin, wire bracelets.
He smells of little boy on a summer day.
I will not bargain.
I wriggle two shiny circles from his sinewy arm.
He grabs my shillings.
Smoke smudges the surly air.
Dark eyes flashing he dances away
and is gone.
~ J.M. Mirich

Cookin’ With Jen

W

ith summer fully in the air, I thought in this issue I’d
focus on kid-friendly-type snacks and meals from
the past. The cookbook I’m highlighting is the Camp Fire
Girls Cook Book, first edition, 1939. It is illustrated in charming ‘30’s-era black and white line drawings and has art deco
block printing for the letters. It’s a cute cookbook, quite
large, and I like to think of some “den mother” of yesteryear
using it to make treats for her troop.
Here’s an unusual, but tasty-looking, summer drink:
Moette Punch
1 c. sugar
1 c. pineapple syrup or juice
1 ¼ c. white grape juice
1 pt. charged (sparkling) water
1 qt. raspberry ice (sherbet)
Add water to juices. Sweeten to taste. Pour into punch bowl.
Add raspberry ice molded with small ice cream scoop.

G

This looks like a delicious snack bread for anyone who
likes peanut butter (I’m talking not so subtly to those children you have hanging around your house now that school
is out.)
Peanut Butter Bread
2 c. sifted flour
1 tsp. salt
1 c. milk
1 ½ tsp. baking powder
½ c. sugar
2 eggs
1 c. peanut butter
Stir dry ingredients together. Beat milk, eggs, and peanut
butter together with an egg beater (or in modern times just
use a mixer.) Then add dry ingredients gradually while beating. Pour into a greased and floured loaf pan and bake one
hour at 350 degrees.
The next recipe looks very fun and like something all
members of the family would like to eat—maybe for breakfast on a sunny Saturday.

Crumb Cake
1 ½ c. brown sugar
2 c. flour
½ c. butter
Mix together as you would pie crust. (I assume this means
to cut the butter into the other ingredients.) Save out ¾ c.
of this mixture to put on top.
Add to the rest:
1 egg well beaten
1 tsp. baking soda
¾ c. sour milk (milk with 1 tsp. vinegar added.)
Bake in flat pan with crumbs on top.
This is one of those recipes where the cookbook authors clearly thought the reader would know what size pan
and what temperature to cook it at. Also, it’s pretty confusing with very little directions given to actually make it! Time
has not been kind here. That’s one of those idiosyncrasies of
older cookery books.
However, I think that a modern cook would be safe in
this case if they rolled or pressed the first mixture in a 13 x
9" dish, and then poured the second mixture over and topped
with the reserved crumbs to bake at 350 degrees until done.

G

The “vegetables” section of this book contains far too
much gelatin and mayonnaise, which is appropriate for
the time perhaps but not to modern tastes. Included in
this section is this recipe which I might be able to get my
kids to eat—maybe—although it is by no stretch of the
imagination a vegetable:
Cheesed Beans
Take a large can of Pork and Beans and place in a
greased pan. Cover with 8 weenies (Sliced lengthwise)
and cover with ½ lb. American cheese. Bake until cheese
and weenies are cooked through. Serve hot.

G
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T

he following stories were included in one of the books
that we published through our school outreach programs at Veneta Elementary School, funded by the Oregon
Country Fair’s Bill Wooten Endowment Fund. The authors
are students in Mrs. Pebworth’s 1st and 2nd grade class.
The book, which includes colorful artwork done for each
memory by the children, is called, simply, Memories and
can be purchased on Amazon.com. Proceeds of the sales
will go back into our school outreach program.

Let Your Arrow Fly
Sometimes you feel like you could fly far into the sky.
Sometimes you feel like the wick of a candle shrinking
into the ashes.
Someday you will pull your arm back and let your arrow
fly.
Let it take you to your darkest thoughts
and to your brightest thoughts.
Message: Never let your darkest thoughts and fears
overwhelm you.
~ Paige Lowery
Paige was a 2nd grader in Mrs. Pebworth’s class at Veneta Elementary
this past school year. Sadly, for her classmates, she is moving to Portland
on July 1.

French Fries and Grandma
French fries. I believe in the rich, salty, iridescent flavor.
The cracked dry texture that when I break it open,
becomes moist and flavorful.
The salty, greasy comforting smell.
The taste of the salt crackling in my mouth as
I take the first bite of each fried particle.
I believe in French fries because my Grandma gave me
my first one. French fries are actually sentimental to me.
I could eat French fries for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
They make me remember my Grandma.
French fries can be homemade, or fried at McDonalds.
They can be drizzled with chili, cheese, or ketchup and
mustard - any kind of French fries make a meal better!
I know I will always LOVE French fries.
~ Izabelle White
At Izebelle’s school, for the end of the year, all the students wrote a
poem about the theme of “I Believe.”This is Izebelle’s poem...
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My Memories of Something As
Precious as Gold
By Aulun Howell-Gilbert
The first time I held my baby sister I felt warm. I liked
being a big sister so much. She was cute and smelly. She
is four now. She is a fun little sister. Holding her was the
most precious moment.

My Memories of Something Warm
By Bailey Cedarleaf
Letting my sister wear my coat is my best warm
memory ever because I love her. It was New Year’s Eve
2012, turning in to 2013. I was with my mom, my dad, my
sister, Cat, Matt, and Charlotte. We went outside to watch
the fireworks. My sister brought Moomoo, her cow. She
said she was cold so I gave her my coat. Charlotte rolled
her sleeves up. That is my best warm memory ever.

My Memories of Something That
Made Me Laugh
By Katie Geiger
One day I saw a tiger come out of my room. That tiger
was Lexie, my sister. She dressed up in my tiger costume
and pretended that she was a tiger and she said, “rawr.”
We laughed so hard that my mom gave me an ice pack
because my face was red as a tomato. And then my mom
said something funny and I laughed even harder.

My Memories of Something That
Made Me Cry
By Alexandra Austin
When I didn’t get to see Harlee when she was born I
started to cry. I went to lunch crying. Grandpa and Papa
took me to lunch. There was a rule that mom, dad, and
Harlee needed bonding time. My sister was born September 10, 2012.
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Community News

A Look Back In Time

T

he Free Lunch Program is back in western Lane
County! In Cottage Grove, there are three sites
(Bohemia Elementary, Harrison Elementary and Cottage
Grove High School;) in Creswell, there are three sites (Camas Apartments, First Presbyterian Church and Holt Park;)
and in Veneta, there is one site at Veneta City Park. The
program, sponsored by Food for Lane County, provides
free sack lunches with a hot entrée to kids up to 18. A few
sites, like Cottage Grove High School, serve breakfast as
well. Go to www.foodforlanecounty.org for a schedule and
more information.
The Fern Ridge Library’s Summer Reading Program
is in full swing. Go to the front desk and sign up for kids’
and teens’ summer activities. They can earn a t-shirt or
even a free book. Every Tuesday at 1:30 (birth to 12) and
Thursday at 1:30 (teens) there are interesting and fun
weekly programs.
Come visit Groundwaters for our Fern Ridge Library
program in the series on August 13. Come see local poets
and writers read from our recently-produced poetry anthology, Ripples on the Water. There will be refreshments
and a chance to talk to local authors while supporting local literary arts. The event is free. Contact the library at
541-935-7512 for times, directions and other information.
Summer programs are many at the Veneta Pool. In
addition to swimming lessons and open swim times, special events like a “Night Waves Teen Pool Party” on July
19, a “Flick n’Float Family Movie Night,” on August 17,
and the End-of-Year Pool Carnival on August 30, are all
scheduled. The Pool is open for swimming on all days of
the week, so come take advantage of it while you can.
The Oregon Country Fair’s “Culture Jam” is a camp
where “artists, performers, nature activists and community activists meet on the Country Fair site.” Kids age 1418 are invited to attend. For more information call the Fair
office at (541) 465-2230.
Come down to the Veneta Farmer’s Market, each
Friday from 2-6 on the corner of Luther Lane and Territorial Road. Every Friday has fun vendors, local food, fantastic art and much more. Come support local agriculture
and local artists and fill your pantry doing it.
The Lorane Grange is hosting a Community Garage/
Yard Sale on Saturday, August 24. If you are interested in
participating, maps will be made and distributed of all lo-

No electricity; no dryer sheets... only Mother Nature’s glorious
sunshine-smell.This is how Grandma dried her clothes. National
Archives photo.

cal area sales held that day. Home participants should register their sale for a $5 fee in order to be included on the
map and to help with advertising. The grange also has tables
for rent for $10 for the day. If you’re not wanting to hold
your own sale, they will gladly accept donations of sale
items. All proceeds will go to the grange building maintenance fund. For more information on times and other details, contact Jeri Porter at 541-942-2448.
The Crow Grange will once again be hosting their annual “Chicken ‘n Pickin” on Saturday, August 3rd, from
4:00-8:00 p.m. For $10, you can get a scrumptious dinner
of 1/2 barbecued chicken, corn on the cob, baked beans,
roll and beverage. The Poodle Creek Pickers will be there
to entertain the crowd, as well. It is the grange’s major
fundraiser of the year and everyone benefits.
Also, the annual Crow Custom Car Show will be held
on Labor Day weekend this year, as they are hoping for
better weather. For more information, contact Tracy
Schwartz, Daryle Bloom or Leann Hartwig for more details.

REFLECT
If you like what you read, pass it on
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